The Members of Eclipse

- 164 members
  - 14 Strategic Members
  - 3 Enterprise Members
- 924 committers, representing 75+ organizations

Strategic Members
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Enterprise Members
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Eclipse Momentum

Eclipse Memberships through August 2009

Members

Committers

# of members and committers as of EclipseCon each year.
Welcome to New Members Since June, 2009

- **Enterprise Members**
  - Cisco (upgrade from Solutions)
  - Motorola (downgrade from Strategic)

- **Solutions Members**
  - Xilinx

- **Associate Members**
  - Ecole Polytechnique a Montreal
  - Swarm Development
Attrition Information Since March, 2009

Downgrades:
- Motorola change to Enterprise from Strategic

Did not renew:
- Microfocus (Lack of Perceived Value)
- Skyway Software (Unable to budget / Lack of perceived Value)
- Intervoice Inc. (Lack of perceived value)
- AOL (Change in strategy)
- Embarcadero Technologies
- Montages (Unable to Budget)
- Kestral (Unable to Budget)
Attrition Notes

- Loss of 7 members in Q3
  - Compares to loss of 5 in same period in 2008

- Some members indicate they plan to return in 2010 (i.e., Skyway Software)
Members Not Renewing Stats

Members Not Renewing (Past Year)
- Unsatisfied 48%
- Change In Strategy 39%
- Acquired 13%


Members Not Renewing (All Time)
- Unsatisfied 34%
- Change In Strategy 34%
- Acquired 28%